The Triple Helix model presents an opportunity to achieve innovation outcomes for Africa. The NSTF is partnering with the Innovation Summit (11-13 September) where it will

The DST has introduced two new initiatives with the NSTF: Educators’ workshops on Innovation Awards service delivery unit of the world shaping environmental impact.

Nominees for the 2018/2019 NSTF-South32 Awards announced
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Meet Baleka, Africa’s first two-legged robot

Clean water and sanitation: Why it matters

South African Mathematics Foundation

Technology and the 4th Industrial Revolution

SET education

Agricultural Research Council first release of the Tradescantia tip beetle as a pest control measure.

Research hailed as a “game changer” for pincushion flower industry.

Anita Mnisi

Advanced Manufacturing Programme

Governments commit to building cyber defence skills pipeline

Major battles have been won against TB. But the war isn’t over

African Sugarcane Research Institute

World acclaim for South African ‘wonder women’ scientists

Twenty top young scientists selected for prestigious Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings 2019.

Idai – A cruel and costly lesson
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The University of the Witwatersrand.

Click there...